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Party rhetoric and reality
Come election time, and political parties in the
game brandish their manifestoes, outlining
their plan of governance and reform if voted to
power. This time too, the PML-N, PPP, PTI and
other parties have launched their election
manifestoes with great fanfare.
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Diplomacy

New hope after
Pakistan-Iran thaw
Shahid Hussain

Iranian Chief of General Staff Major General Mohammad Bagheri’s visit
to Pakistan marks a new beginning of relations between the two countries. The thaw between the two Islamic countries, which were close to
a war after border skirmishes in 2014, promises to reshape dynamics
in the region. According to experts, it can pave the way for the formation
of a new strategic bloc which will play an important role in the world in
the near future.
Experts say the first visit of an Iranian army chief to Pakistan in the
past 40 years proves both countries have realized that they have no
option but to work together despite obstacles and mistrust created by
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international forces between them. A hostile US attitude has also
pushed them closer. Iran has been facing the US aggression for
decades, but Pakistan has started feeling the impact of its “friendly” firing recently. Pakistan had to rethink its relations with the US after years
of accusations of harbouring militants and threats of dire consequences. The visit of the Iranian general became possible after General
Bajwa decided to improve relations with Iran. Pakistan and Iran pledged
to deepen their military cooperation during his three-day trip. The development is being seen as a great achievement for the two countries
because bilateral military exchanges have been very rare due to their
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mutual mistrust that kept them divided till recently. General Bagheri visited caretaker Foreign Minister Abdullah Hussain Haroon at the Foreign
Ministry and then went to the General Headquarters (GHQ) for a meeting with Army Chief General Qamar Bajwa. Reciprocating General
Bajwa’s offer, the Iranian commander “pledged to keep working for better relations between the two brotherly countries,” the Inter-Services
Public Relations (ISPR) said.
The thaw between the two countries came last year when General
Bajwa had made an unprecedented visit to Iran and set the stage for
improved cooperation. Later, Chief of the General Staff Lt. Gen. Bilal
Akbar visited Iran in June. According to analysts, Pakistan started looking for options after US President Trump rebuked it for allegedly supporting non-state actors in the Afghan conflict. As the US openly
supports armed militias in Syria, Iran came to Pakistan’s support. Iranian Foreign Ministry spokesman Bahram Ghasemi vehemently condemned the US over the attack, at a time when all allies of Pakistan in
the Arab world remained silent. Subsequently, the then Foreign Minister
Khawaja Asif also travelled to Tehran and held meetings with Foreign
Minister Javad Zarif and President Hassan Rouhani. Despite friendly
ties with India, Iran has always backed Pakistan on the Kashmir dispute. During his national Eid address on June 26, 2017, Iranian
Supreme Leader Ayatollah Khamenei called upon the Muslim world to
support the Kashmiris and not condone atrocities committed by oppressors attacking them. Then again on July 3, 2017, during a meeting with
Iran’s chief justice, the ayatollah called on the Iranian judiciary to express solidarity with the Kashmir cause, advising it to develop supportive legal positions for the Kashmiris. Iran’s foreign ministry has also
voiced concern over the recent killings of Kashmiri civilians by the Indian armed forces in Kashmir.
Weeks before the arrival of the top Iranian general, Pakistan had
hosted an unprecedented meeting of heads of intelligence agencies
from Russia, China and Iran to discuss counterterrorism cooperation,
with particular focus on the buildup of Islamic State (IS) in Afghanistan.
The participants held detailed discussions on joint measures to stop
Afghan-based loyalists of the Middle Eastern terrorist group from threatening the territorial boundaries of the four nations. The unusual huddle
brought together spymasters from the countries which are “directly affected” by IS-led terrorism. However, the meeting explained it was “not
targeted against any other country as it may be viewed,” in a bid to allay
suggestions that cooperation among Russia, China and Iran could undermine US-led efforts to stabilise Afghanistan. A spokesperson for
Moscow’s Foreign Intelligence Service said, “The conference reached
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The thaw between the two
countries came last year when
General Bajwa had made an
unprecedented visit to Iran
and set the stage for improved
cooperation
an understanding of the importance of coordinated steps to prevent the
trickling of IS terrorists from Syria and Iraq to Afghanistan, where from
they would pose risks to neighbouring countries.” Sergei Ivanov told
state-run TASS that the director of the Russian spy agency, Sergei
Naryshkin, had attended the Islamabad meeting along with Chinese
and Iranian counterparts. They “stressed the need for a more active inclusion of regional powers in the efforts to end the war in Afghanistan.”
The conference followed months of Russian allegations that the US
is behind growing IS influence, particularly in northern Afghan provinces
next to the border with Central Asian countries. The US dismissed the
charges as rumours, and an attempt to justify Moscow’s links to the Taliban insurgency. Iran, which shares a long border with Afghanistan, has
similar concerns in the wake of growing terrorist activities in the region.
Pakistani officials maintain the terrorist group has established strong
bases in “ungoverned spaces” in Afghanistan and plans cross-border
terrorist attacks. They cite US military assessments that the Afghan
government controls less than 60 percent of the territory.
According to analysts, new geo-strategic alliances are in the offing
in South Asia. The US has long wished to contain China through India
and its strategic partnership with India is proof of it. China plans to pay
the US back in the same coin by patronizing Pakistan against India.
Pakistan will avail all its options including forming a strategic alliance
with China to counter the Indian influence in Afghanistan. The US has
paved the way for a greater Indian role in Afghanistan to maintain
strategic balance but it does not suit Pakistan. China's role is more focused on its own interests. It has been actively engaged in Afghanistan
because it is worries about a possible spillover of militants into its Xinxiang province and some other areas, in case of a permanently destabilized Afghanistan. In the situation, Pakistan has joined hands with Iran,
China and Russia to play a bigger role in the region.
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Manifestoes

Party rhetoric
and reality
Nasim Ahmed

Come election time, and political parties in the game brandish their manifestoes, outlining their plan of governance and reform if voted to power.
This time too, the PML-N, PPP, PTI and other parties have launched their
election manifestoes with great fanfare.
In most cases, the party manifestoes are a rehash of their previous versions with a few changes inserted here and there to give them a new look
and sheen. Analysed closely, they are no more than a bundle of hollow
slogans and empty promises which have been the stock-in-trade of our
politicians over the last six decades.
Take, for example, the manifesto of the Pakistan People’s Party. Fifty
years ago, it promised roti, kapra aur makan to its voters but people across
Pakistan, and especially in rural Sindh, Balochistan and Punjab are still
homeless, shirtless and deprived of two meals a day. In its new manifesto,
PPP Chairman Bilawal Bhutto has promised progressive policies and extended the Roti, Kapra, aur Makan slogan to guarantee access to quality
healthcare services and education.
But how credible is the party’s new slogan when during the last three
decades it has been in power it has done little for the people of Pakistan
and Sindh, its power base? The PPP’s manifesto also takes up the issue
of food security and makes access to clean drinking water a major component of its food security promise. However, all this sounds ridiculous,
given how children in Thar have been dying of starvation and malnutrition
over the last few years.
PML-N, which has ruled Pakistan for the last five years, has presented
a manifesto with emphasis on continuing the work they have done in on
infrastructure development and road building. Its main campaign slogan
is: vote koizzat do, khidmat ko vote do (respect the vote, vote for service).
One of the key promises of the PML-N manifesto is the strengthening of
democracy but its focus on health, education, water and other basic human
needs is rather diffused since its performance in these sectors has been
dismal during the last five years.
PTI, which is yet to form a government at the centre, has made extensive promises drawing heavily on the model implemented in their provincial
government in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. The manifesto dwells at length on
the theme of“NayaPakistan”, promising to turn the country into an Islamic
welfare state on the pattern of the Holy Prophet’s Islamic state of Madina
- something that appeals to the religious-conservative mindset. Ten million
jobs, five million low-cost housing units, recovering looted national wealth
parked in offshore tax havens, building dams, including the DiamerBhasha dam, and strict accountability all across the board are some of the
broad brush promises made in the PTI manifesto.
The essential message of PTI’s manifesto is woven around the theme
of economic expansion and strengthening of institutions and the federation. The manifesto talks of plans to eradicate corruption by implementing
a new policing system along the lines of what they claim they have
achieved in KP. Also among their promises is restructuring of south Punjab
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along administrative lines to better respond to the needs of the people of
this backward region. PTI also has elaborate plans to ensure a smooth
merger of FATA with KP. At the same time, PTI has made environmental
protection a big part of its manifesto, claiming it will implement a billiontree tsunami style project all across Pakistan.
Reflecting the widespread popular discontent over the lack of basic
amenities of life, all major parties have pledged multiple schemes to address the issues of food, health, education, environment and employment
generation, but without explaining where the money will come from. They
also generally support deregulation, privatisation and liberalization, although approaches and strategies differ.
The manifestoes of all political parties are weak in their ideological content. There is no discussion of why poverty is so widespread in Pakistan
and why the rich-poor income gap is widening. The manifestoes also refrain from discussing feudalism which is the basic cause of rampant
poverty in the rural hinterland.
There is also little mention of constitutional amendments and other legislation needed to empower the masses. Institutional reform finds passing
reference in all three manifestoes.The PML-N’s manifesto makes veiled
references to the power imbalance between civilians and the establishment. The main focus of the three parties is on policies, strategies and
projects in different areas such as health, education, water, energy and
the like, with ambitious targets set for each.
The fact that the party manifestoes are weak in relation to the numerous challenges facing the country in the socio-economic fields is not surprising, given that more than half the population is illiterate or
semi-educated. Secondly, manifestoes carry little weight with the voters
because they know from past experience that they are no more than part
of election campaign rhetoric and have little relevance to actual governance when a party is voted to power.
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Cyberspace

Emerging threats to
internet freedom
Nasim Ahmed

Internet freedom is under threat again. Moves are under way in various
parts of the world to curtail and abridge the use of World Wide Web. A European parliament committee last week voted for legislation that internet
pioneers fear will turn the web into “a tool for surveillance and control”. In
a key vote on a draft law to overhaul EU copyright rules, the parliament’s
legal affairs committee voted for measures that would require Google, Microsoft and other such entities to install filters to prevent users from uploading copyrighted materials.
Over the last decade, the narrative about the internet has shifted. What
was once seen as a tool that would inevitably cripple corruption, topple
dictators, and liberate minorities, the internet is now seen as a technology
that enables surveillance, amplifies hate speech, and displaces labour.
The challenges are real and could imperil the internet’s enduring potential.
The internet evolved as a paradox: government-funded research and
development led to technology that flourished as a free tool in the public
domain to share information. Eventually, commercial initiatives came along
and expanded the audience by building infrastructure and generating revenue. The internet’s commercial growth in the 1990s coincided with an era
of global deregulatory zeal.
Given its unlimited potential for data collection, it poses a growing threat
to today’s authoritarian regimes and information monopolists. Bloggers
continue to expose uncomfortable truths, journalists use encrypted apps
to communicate with whistleblowers and vulnerable minorities are able to
seek and receive support across borders.
Among the many research surveys to assess the threat to internet freedom, the most credible is the Freedom of the Net report annually published
by the Freedom House, an NGO based in Washington. Using a comprehensive set of indicators, it has repeatedly reported declining metrics for
internet users in many parts of the world since 2011. Its latest publication
assesses internet freedom in 65 countries, accounting for 87 per cent of
internet users worldwide. The report primarily focuses on developments
that occurred between in 2016-2017.
According to the report, propaganda, emotional manipulation, paid
trolls, automated bots and widespread surveillance are all strangling the
immense potential of the internet. It finds that more than 30 countries employ opinion shapers to spread government views. Also, an increasing
number of governments are resorting to blanket shutdowns of communications, especially on mobile phones.
For many people, freedom of the press or the internet is a subjective
term. The main question is: How do you define a free internet? That would
mean an internet without major government censorship, an internet where
the government does not block or filter internet content, anything related
to politics or human rights or social issues. Internet should also be free of
government surveillance and persecution of people who write online.
A representative of the Freedom House recently told the media that for
the seventh consecutive year “our study showcases that freedom has been
in decline. This year in particular, that decline has been due to very worri-
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some threats regarding government manipulation of social media”. Governments do this through different means - through the use of paid progovernment commentators, online propaganda, the spread of fake news
and other methods.
Researchers have identified several recent trends that are quite worrisome. One is that more and more governments are using internet shutdowns around elections or around anti-government protests to stifle
dissent. There has also been a dramatic increase in the number of people
who are being attacked for just posting their anti-government views online.
The report says that in 30 countries out of 65 that were surveyed, someone
was physically attacked just for writing on social media about their political
beliefs. And in eight countries people were killed on similar grounds.
More and more governments are also using cyber attacks against their
critics. One reason for increased government crackdown on internet freedom is that more and more people are going online. Just a few years ago
only a small fraction of each government's population had access to the
internet, but now the internet has become how most people communicate,
how they conduct business, obtain education, and how they organise
themselves politically. And many governments have now taken notice, and
they fear the power of the internet.
As internet penetration has grown in each country, governments - particularly authoritarian governments - are trying to suppress people's free
speech and ability to organise. Eight years ago, it was countries like China,
Vietnam and Saudi Arabia that were some of the leaders when it came to
internet restrictions. But now we're seeing it in more and more countries,
in part because some of the tools that enable this repression are readily
available.
When it comes to online manipulation, a lot of governments now are
actually learning from other countries, like China, how repression is done.
About 12 years ago, it was China which first started paying people to post
pro-government comments. But many governments, including those in
Asia, the Middle East and Latin America, have caught up and they have
learned and implemented within their own borders.
In the Freedom House report, for the sixth year in a row, Pakistan was
termed “not free”. In Pakistan, the report said that mobile internet services
were shut down for more than a year in the Federally Administered Tribal
Areas starting in June 2016. It went on to say that the Prevention of Electronic Crimes Act, enacted in August 2016, introduced stronger censorship
and surveillance powers with inadequate oversight.
“Internet regulation by the government and prosecution with regard to
online speech has seen a marked increase,” according to the report. There
have been detentions on the basis of online speech. There have also been
internet shutdowns in more remote parts of the country which means that
marginalised populations have been denied access to the internet. The report says Pakistan’s Internet Freedom Status for the year 2017 had in fact
worsened from that in 2016. The overall ranking for Pakistan closed at 71
out of 100 (100 being the worst) for the year, two points down from previous year’s ranking.
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Walk the walk

Challenges for Prime
Minister Imran Khan
Muhammad Hassan

Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf (PTI) Chairman Imran Khan is set to form a coalition government in Pakistan after an election which was marred by allegations of rigging by opposition parties. He faces a number of serious
challenges, including a crumbling economy, terrorism, unemployment,
health and education. His major test will be how to come up to the expectations of the people after he set difficult tasks for his government in electioneering.
In his campaign for a new Pakistan, he has pledged to create 10 million
new jobs, build five million homes for the poor, an equitable justice system,
reform the police and all national institutions. In his victory speech, he set
his goals even higher. “When I came into politics, I wanted Pakistan to become the kind of country that our leader Muhammad Ali Jinnah wanted.
My inspiration is Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) and the city of Medina that
was based on humanity. For the first time, the state was based on humanitarianism. That is my inspiration that Pakistan should have that kind of humanitarian state, where we take responsibility for our weaker classes. All
of my policies will be to raise our weaker classes, for our labourers, for our
poor farmers, who work all year and get no money. Over 45 percent of our
children have stunted growth, they don't reach the right height, or their
brains don't develop. There are countries with less than 25 million people,
and we have that many children out of school.”
Spelling out his priorities, he said, “My government will not be involved
in any kind of political victimisation. We will establish supremacy of the
law. Our state institutions will be so strong that they will stop corruption.
Accountability will start with me, then my ministers, and then all politicians.
We will set an example of how the law is the same for everyone. The
biggest challenge we are facing is the economic crisis. Our second problem is unemployment. We have the second youngest population in the
world, they need jobs. I promise that I will protect taxpayers’ money. We
will cut our expenses. I will not live in the Prime Minister’s House. All Governor Houses will be used for the public. We might convert some of them
into hotels, as we did in Nathia Gali. We will change the concept of governance in Pakistan.” On his foreign policy, he said his government will establish good relations with neighbours, such as China, Iran, Afghanistan
and India. “Saudi Arabia has stood with us in all difficult times. We will also
maintain good relations with Iran. Peace in Afghanistan is in Pakistan’s interest and Pakistan may have an open border with it in the days to come.
Pakistan and India must resolve the issue of Kashmir through talks. We
will play the role of a mediator in the Middle East and we will opt for balanced relations with the US.”
The opposition will be his first challenge which he would have to deal
with immediately after coming to power. All parties have alleged rigging in
the election. Though Imran Khan has promised to launch investigations
into all constituencies where the opposition believed rigging took place,
yet the Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N) will attempt to disrupt his
applecart with the help of its allies. However, it may not be able to win over
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the Pakistan Peoples Party (PPP). It will be difficult for the PML-N to launch
a movement on its own, because it has a vote bank but not street power.
In any case, the opposition will not give him a free hand to implement his
agenda.
He will also not be able to fulfill the promise of a south Punjab province
as his party has not gained two-thirds majority in the National Assembly,
which is required to amend the Constitution. Almost 40 “electables” from
the region had joined the PTI on the promise that a new province would
be carved out in south Punjab. They could revolt against the party after
the promise is not fulfilled. He will also face stiff resistance from them over
his plan to hold strict accountability.
His government will have to take harsh measures to put the economy
on the path to recovery. Pakistan’s current account deficit has risen by
43pc to $18b, on June 30, foreign exchange reserves have plunged to a
four-year low to $416 million and the rupee has devalued by 22 percent
since December. The imports remained exorbitantly high despite a decision to impose additional regulatory duties on over 300 items. On the other
hand, foreign direct investment in the domestic economy dropped by 1.3pc
to $2.47 billion, compared to $2.50 billion in the same period of the last
fiscal year. The high current account deficit resulted in fast depletion of foreign currency reserves, which fell to less than two months’ import cover to
$10.07 billion on June 8, 2018. The rupee hit an all-time low of Rs130.50
to the US dollar in the open market, as speculation about further depreciation of the currency encouraged heavy buying of the greenback. The
economy is extremely vulnerable to external shocks due to the rising current account gap and foreign debt servicing. External debt servicing has
reached $8.5 billion in fiscal year 2017/18.
Every Pakistani now owes about Rs130,000. The figure was Rs90,772
in 2013, when the PPP completed its term. It was Rs80,894 in 2012 and
only Rs37,170 in early 2008. Pakistan’s external debt will climb to $103b
by June 2019. In its last assessment, the International Monetary Fund
(IMF) put Pakistan’s gross external financing needs at a record $27 billion
for the next fiscal year and warned that arranging the financing at
favourable rates would be a challenge due to risks to the country’s debt
sustainability. For additional borrowings, Pakistan’s external debt would
jump to $103.4 billion by June 2019, up from this June’s projected level of
$93.3 billion. Pakistan’s public debt would remain higher than the limit prescribed in the revised Fiscal Responsibility and Debt Limitation Act.
The new government will face challenges which are difficult to resolve
in a few months or years. All the issues are decades-old and deep-rooted.
Decades of dedicated efforts are needed to resolve them. The government
will need a strong political will and the cooperation of all provincial governments and political parties to resolve them. People have high hopes of the
new government. The PTI made tall claims during its election campaign
and fulfilling them will be its real challenge. People of Karachi will also look
to it to resolve their issues.
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Media

Goons gang up
against Pakistan
Muhammad Ali

The international media and its affiliates in Pakistan have launched a smear
campaign against the country and its institutions. Their main target is to malign the Pakistan army and create sympathies for former Prime Minister
Nawaz Sharif in the world. The attempt may obtain its goals in the world but
it has failed to influence the people of Pakistan.
Two Pakistani media groups take pride in ridiculing the military establishment, courts and defending former Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif. It is clear
that they are advancing an agenda of international forces to weaken the
country and find a way out for the former prime minister to impose him on
the people of Pakistan again. In the process, they have exposed themselves
and their integrity and impartiality have suffered badly. Since the Panama
revelations, which discredited Nawaz Sharif, they have launched an all-out
effort to defend him through fake news and analysis. They also attempted to
cast a pall on the judiciary and the army in their efforts to save him from the
Panama leaks fallout, which was not the handiwork of the Pakistani establishment or the judiciary. The Sharif family and their media partners should
have sued the International Consortium of Investigative Journalists (ICIJ),
which broke the scandal, if they believed the corruption charges were false.
It is clear that a section of the Pakistani media is toeing the line of the international media, which is controlled by the international establishment. In
an article in the Washington Post, Indian journalist Barkha Dutt wrote, “Right
after sweeping the 2013 elections in Pakistan, Nawaz Sharif told me that as
prime minister he would show the world that he, not Pakistan’s army chief,
was the real boss. But now he has returned from London to face not only jail
time but a military establishment that is determined to finish him. Flanked by
his daughter and political heir, Maryam, Sharif has presented himself as the
only Pakistani civilian with the courage to take on an army.” Defending his
corruption conviction, she claimed, “There is a wide consensus among ordinary Pakistanis that Sharif has been punished disproportionately. The corruption case may well be an attempt to undermine the autonomy of civilian
politicians in Pakistan’s stunted democracy.”
Hameed Haroon, chief executive officer (CEO) of Pakistan’s leading English language newspaper, in his article in the Washington Post made his intentions clear. “Certain forces aim to prevent the media from providing
independent coverage of the country’s central political issue — specifically,
a deepening power struggle between the military and the civil authorities.
The current campaign against the media involves many elements of overt
coercion, including severe disruptions of the distribution network of independent newspapers and the blocking of broadcasts of dissenting television news
channels.” Defending Nawaz Sharif’s alleged corruption, he wrote, “Recently,
the military has embarked on a campaign to remake the political landscape
by depicting the leaders of certain political parties as corrupt or hostile to national security. The result of this ‘decapitation strategy’ has been the destruction of the careers of several prominent members of the civilian political
leadership — largely, though not exclusively, confined to the Pakistan Muslim
League. Former Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif, the leader of the party, was
subsequently forced to step down as a result of a Supreme Court ruling in a
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corruption case. Sharif is posing a clear challenge to the campaign currently
pursued by state institutions.”
However, his claim of impartiality was exposed in an interview to the
BBC’s Hardtalk. Host Stephen Sackur ripped him apart and unveiled the reality behind an “impartial” media in Pakistan. The interview revealed how
media organisations work and manipulate public thinking and mass psychology without having solid evidence. The host asked him to provide the evidence of his claim that the Pakistan army was orchestrating plans against
democracy and Nawaz Sharif. However, he failed to provide proof of Nawaz
Sharif’s innocence or the army’s involvement in cases against Nawaz Sharif.
His only proof was “reports in the social media” which are not trusted in the
world.
Stephen Sackur crushed him when he asked, “The bottom line is this,
you the self-proclaimed, independent, impartial, neutral media group covering
Pakistan politics seem to be supportive and sympathetic of Nawaz Sharif and
his daughter who are now, it has to be said, convicted criminals.”
Hameed Haroon, “I think what is now important is that there is an element
of orchestration in that.”
Sackur: “Where is your evidence? Who is orchestrating and where is your
evidence for it?”
Hameed, “I think if you go to the social media, if you look at the trolls on
the social media, if you look at the attacks on my newspaper. You might get
some idea that there is a very large presence by the ISPR.”
To every allegation, Hameed advised the host to look at the social media
in Pakistan and the host, quite disturbingly, kept asking for solid evidence to
validate his shocking and unbelievable claims. Hameed also told the anchor
that the distribution of his newspaper had been banned in Larkana for twoand-a-half months. His allegation is ridiculous in the sense that he cited a remote district of Sindh which has only a 35pc literacy rate and most people
cannot even read Urdu newspapers. On the Dawn leaks, the host reminded
the guest “how the report deeply embarrassed the military and your newspaper was with Nawaz Sharif. It is not a journalist’s job.” When Hameed attempted to defend his newspaper, the host said, “You are giving a platform
to Nawaz Sharif and it does not make you impartial or independent for many
of Pakistanis. You are a self-proclaimed independent, impartial media group
but are actually supportive and sympathetic of Nawaz Sharif.” At the end,
when the guest tried to clarify his position, saying “I am not making a case
against the state.” Stephen Sackur did not stop. “You are making a case
against the state. You are saying that the military is trying to undermine freedom of expression in Pakistan. You are trying to build up a narrative against
the state.”
The media campaign to discredit the army and revive fortunes of former
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif will backfire. It will only discredit the media
houses of Pakistan, which are allegedly working on an international agenda
to weaken national institutions. It will also create hatred for Nawaz Sharif and
his party among the people of Pakistan. He should prepare himself to face
the fate of Altaf Hussain and his party.
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Elections ‘18

Out-of-the-box results
Muhammad Zain

The Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf (PTI) created history when it won almost a
two-thirds majority in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa in the election. It is the first time
in Pakistan that a political party managed to win in the province in successive elections. Besides the Punjab, it also made phenomenal inroads into
Sindh and became the first national level party in Pakistan after decades.
The PTI defeated the Muttahida Qaumi Movement (MQM) and the
Pakistan Peoples Party (PPP) in their strongholds in Karachi. It shows
its ability to bridge ethnic and linguistic divisions and unite Pakistan’s
urban middle classes, from Peshawar to Karachi in its struggle against
corruption, violence and feudal mentality. It is the second largest party
in the Sindh Assembly after the PPP. In Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, it almost
eliminated archrival Muttahida Majlis-e-Amal (MMA) and the Awami National Party (ANP). All major parties and even Jamaat-i-Islami (JI) Ameer
Sirajul Haq, whose party was a coalition partner with the PTI in the last
provincial government, claimed that the PTI had done nothing for the welfare of the people. The election results prove the people rejected their
allegations against the PTI and voted it to power again for bringing about
change in the police, education and health. It also swept Peshawar on
the basis of its performance.
The PTI also managed to make inroads into the Punjab, which has
been a home province of the Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N).
The party defeated almost all colleagues of ex-Prime Minister Nawaz
Sharif’s cabinet, including former Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi,
Saira Afzal, Nisar Ali Khan, Abid Sher Ali and Talal Chaudhry. In fact, only
three former ministers survived, Khurram Dastagir, Khawaja Asif and
Ahsan Iqbal. However, the PML-N managed to save its hometown, Lahore.
The PML-N retained it with 10 National Assembly seats and 22 Punjab Assembly seats. The PTI could bag only four National Assembly and eight
Punjab Assembly seats. The PTI is also expected to form the government
in the Punjab with the help of its election partner, Pakistan Muslim LeagueQ (PML-Q), and independents. There are also reports of the formation of
a forward block in the PML-N, which will make the job easy for the PTI.
The major upset in the Punjab came in Faisalabad, where the PTI won
almost all national and provincial assembly seats. The PML-N had swept
it in the 2013 polls. A major shock for the PTI came from south Punjab,
where it was expected to win with huge majority after almost all electables
had joined it ahead of elections. However, the PML-N managed to win a
fair share of seats. In fact, it won a number of Punjab Assembly seats in
the region where it lost National Assembly seats. It was also shocking for
the PTI when its vice chairman Shah Mehmood Qureshi won his National
Assembly seat in Multan but lost his Punjab Assembly seat to the PML-N.
In fact, it was the only seat that the PTI lost in Multan.
Upsets were also witnessed in many constituencies of Pakistan. PPP
Chairman Bilawal Bhutto Zardari lost in layari, Karachi. He could only manage to get third place in the electoral race. It was probably one of the most
humiliating defeats the party has faced since its inception and that too in
an area that has voted exclusively for the PPP. According to results released by the Election Commission of Pakistan, Bilawal could only get
39,325 votes against PTI’s Shakoor Shad, who won the seat by bagging
52,750 votes. The surprise package was Tehreek-e-Labbaik Pakistan’s
Ahmed, who received more votes than Bilawal, ending up with a final tally
of 42,345. PML-N candidate Saleem Zia received 19,077 votes. The PPP
also lost two provincial assembly seats of Lyari – PS-107, and PS-108.
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Javed Nagori, who served as a provincial minister in the last PPP government was running for PS-107. He lost the seat to TLP’s Mohammad
Younus Soomro. Nagori received 14,390 votes, while Soomro returned
with 26,248 votes, according to the ECP. On PS-108, where PPP’s Haji
Abdul Majeed Baloch was contesting, the seat went to MMA candidate
Abdul Rasheed.
JUI-F leader Maulana Fazlur Rehman suffered a major shock as he
was ousted by rookie candidates of the PTI on two seats in Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa. He contested the election as a candidate of the Muttahida
Majlis-e-Amal (MMA), but lost on both seats by a large margin. Former
Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi also lost both National Assembly
seats. The senior politician and ex- minister lost NA-53 and NA-57 by over
48,000 and 12,000 votes, respectively. ANP leader Ghulam Ahmed Bilour
lost to PTI’s Shoukat Ali in NA-31, Peshawar. JI leader Sirajul Haq also
suffered a shock defeat in NA-7, Lower Dir, at the hands of PTI’s Muhammad Bashir Khan. Former Interior Minister Nisar Al Khan lost two National
Assembly seats but managed to win a Punjab Assembly seat. The ex-minister had not lost any election since 1985. Pakistan Sarzameen Party
leader Mustafa Kamal also lost both National Assembly seats. PML-N
President Shahbaz Sharif, who was contesting polls at four seats, managed to win only in Lahore and lost in Karachi, Dera Ghazi Khan and Swat.
The PPP suffered defeat in Larkana, its hometown. Moazzam Abbasi
of the Grand Democratic Alliance (GDA) defeated Nida Khuhro, daughter
of PPP Sindh President Nisar Khuhro. Former Sindh education minister
Jam Mujtaba Dahar was defeated by PTI’s Shaharyar in Ghotki’s PS 18.
Muhammad Mian Soomro of the PTI defeated former PPP minister Aijaz
Jakhrani on a National Assembly seat in Jacobabad. PPP’s Malik Asad
Sikandar, who has remained undefeated in his whole political career since
1985, was defeated by Dr. Sikandar Shoro in Jamshoro.
MQM leader Dr. Farooq Sattar was defeated by PTI contenders, Amir
Liaquat Hussain and Arif Alvi. The victory of Amir Liaquat is considered
another major upset for the MQM after the defeat of Ali Raza Abidi at the
hands of PTI Chairman Imran Khan in NA-243. The PML-N faced the
biggest upset in Karachi as its president Shahbaz Sharif was defeated by
PTI’s Faisal Vawda in NA-249. Former finance minister Miftah Ismail was
also defeated by PTI’s Ali Haider Zaidi in NA-244, Karachi. PTI leader
Shah Mehmood Qureshi lost to PPP’s Nawaz Yousuf Talpur in NA-220,
Umerkot. Former Sindh home minister Dr. Zulfiqar Mirza, who was part
the GDA, lost in his hometown Badin to PPP’s Ismail Rahu. Three former
chief ministers of the province, Ghaus Ali Shah, Liaquat Jatoi and Arbab
Ghulam Rahim, lost their traditional seats.
It was also shocking that all conspiracy theories died down after the
defeat of former Interior Minister Nisar Ali Khan. Many theories were associated with his election symbol “Jeep” when it became popular among
independent candidates. The PML-N and many observers believed Nisar
and his jeep group would play an important role in the next government,
but all proved hearsay. The results of elections were delayed for over
eights hours after the Result Transfer System (RTS) of the Election Commission of Pakistan (ECP) crashed. It led to rumours. The PML-N said the
delay aimed to produce desired results. PTI sympathizers feared its win
could be turned into a defeat or its margin of victory would be narrowed.
However, all rumours proved false. Despite some upsets, the results were
not shocking for the people of Pakistan.
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Economics

Pakistan’s problems
compounded
Shahid Hussain

Pakistan’s current account deficit has risen to $18b, foreign exchange reserves plunged by a four-year low of $416 million and the rupee has devalued by 22 percent since December. The economic problems for
Pakistan have compounded at a time when the Financial Action Task
Force (FATF) has already placed it on its grey list.
Terrorism and a poor economy were the biggest challenge for the last
government and they will confront the new government in Pakistan as well.
Terrorism has been overcome to a large extent, thanks to the efforts by
the security agencies, rather than the civilians, but the economic situation
has compounded after years of inaction and mismanagement. The situation has reached such an alarming level that the establishment has decided to keep a permanent eye on the economy and not to allow any Ishaq
Dar or Nawaz Sharif to mortgage the sovereignty of the country to foreign
forces. According to some analysts, there is an understanding in the establishment that Pakistan’s economy was ruined under a plan to make it
subservient to foreign powers and create chaos in the country.
The Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N) government of disgraced Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif mortgaged national institutions, airports and even motorways to obtain expensive loans but it failed to reform
institutions, like Pakistan Steel Mills, Pakistan Railways, Pakistan International Airlines (PIA) and Water and Power Development Authority
(WAPDA), which incurred a Rs3.5 trillion loss in the last five years alone.
In 2013, the PML-N government used Jinnah International Airport, Karachi,
as security for Sukuk bonds and raised Rs182 billion. It was used many
times to obtain loans. The airport was mortgaged to borrow Rs182 billion.
In December 2015, Rs117 billion was borrowed again against the airport.
In February 2016, Rs116.2 billion and in March 2016, Rs80.4 billion was
raised against the airport. The loans were received from local and international institutions and investors.
The PML-N government also raised $1 billion from foreign investors by
mortgaging the Islamabad-Chakwal section of the Islamabad-Lahore (M2)
Motorway. In 2014, the government had pledged the Hafizabad-Lahore
section of the M2 Motorway to raise another $1 billion in terms of Sukuk
bonds with a 5-year maturity period. In June 2014, the government borrowed Rs49.5 billion by mortgaging the Faisalabad-Pindi Bhatian Motorway (M3). According to Finance Ministry reports, Peshawar-Faisalabad
Motorway, Islamabad-Peshawar Motorway, Faisalabad-Multan Motorway
(M-4), Islamabad-Murree-Muzaffarabad Dual Carriageway, Jacobabad Bypass, DG Khan-Rajanpur Highway, Okara Bypass and several other tollproducing projects were pledged to a consortium of banks. Besides, all
assets of Pakistan Television (PTV) and Radio Pakistan in the country
were mortgaged to get loans. Loans were received to pay loans, which
has always been a recipe for disaster for any country.
According to the State Bank of Pakistan (SBP), the current account
deficit touched $18 billion in FY18, up 42.5 per cent over the previous fiscal
year. Only two years ago, the deficit was $4.876b, surging to $12.621b the
following year, before hitting a record high in 2017-18. Foreign exchange
reserves fell by $416 million to $15.682b on July 13. The data showed
total import of goods and services in FY18 reached $66.2b, compared to
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$58.6b in the previous fiscal year, an increase of 13pc. On the other hand,
exports of goods and services increased to $29.9b, compared to $27.6b
last year, an increase of 8.3pc. Exports of goods increased by $2.7b, but
the exports of services dropped to $5b, compared to $5.55b last year. The
increase in exports failed to keep pace with the growth of imports. The
widening trade gap is at the heart of the growing current account deficit,
which is leading to a drain in foreign exchange reserves. At $18b for the
year, the current account deficit means the economy is burning $1.5b
every month on average.
Another bailout package is already being discussed by economic managers after US$1 billion Chinese emergency loan released in the last week
of June boosted Pakistan’s reserves enough to cover two months of imports. According to local media reports, the International Monetary Fund
(IMF) and Pakistan’s finance ministry have failed to make accurate forecasts about the country’s external sector for the last fiscal year, putting a
question mark over the capability of both institutions. IMF projections for
the current account deficit and gross official foreign currency reserves for
fiscal year 2017-18 were missed by a huge margin. Its first Post Programme Monitoring (PPM) mission had made the projections hardly six
months before the close of the last fiscal year and released a report in
March, three months before FY18 ended. The IMF forecasts of external
debt, imports, trade deficit and foreign direct investment were also wide of
the mark. The actual outcome has led to depletion of gross official foreign
currency reserves at a more rapid pace besides exposing the country to
external account financing challenges. The external debt and liabilities are
an area where the IMF has been struggling for the last four years to make
accurate projections for Pakistan.
Pakistan’s economic problems have worsened after the Financial Action Task Force (FATF) put it on its grey list on June 28. The country now
has up to 15 months to improve its control of terror financing and money
laundering, otherwise it will be placed on the black list. The grey list means
international financial transactions to Pakistan will be strictly monitored
which would create problems for an already struggling economy. As Pakistan’s trade deficit is $37 billion and foreign loans make up 24pc of the
GDP, it is expected to pay up to $8.3 billion annually in debt servicing.
Being on the grey list, it will be harder for Pakistan to borrow money from
foreign countries to meet its existing foreign loan repayment obligations.
Pakistan will be left with no choice but to ask China or the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) for help.
Pakistan’s economic indicators indicate great risks for it in the future.
The new government will have to come up with a contingency plan to deal
with it. Loss-making institutions should be privatized or reformed under a
roadmap in a few years. The Federal Board of Revenue (FBR) should be
revamped to check corruption and collect maximum revenue. Heads of all
institutions should be appointed on merit and the government must adopt
strict austerity. The next few years would be difficult, but reforms and the
China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) should start producing results
after a time and Pakistan might be able to achieve financial stability and
genuine growth by the time of the next scheduled elections.
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The Army

And the rescues go on
Mehr Ispahani

Two British mountaineers were rescued by Pakistan Aviation helicopter
from a remote peak after their Austrian climbing partner died as an avalanche hit him in the beginning of July. Bruce Normand and Timothy Miller
were ferried to safety by the Aviation pilots after being stranded by bad
weather at more than 19,000ft. Both remained uninjured. Both were photographed standing alongside their rescuers soon after they were brought
down. Photographs showed a helicopter landing on a narrow snow-covered ridge during the rescue.
Thomas Drew, Britain's High Commissioner in Pakistan, said the mission had been “remarkable and dangerous”. He said: “Our gratitude to the
Pakistan Army pilots who rescued two British climbers trapped by an avalanche on UltarSar Peak near Hunza. Our thoughts with their Austrian
fellow climber who did not survive the avalanche.” DG ISPR Maj. Gen. Asif
Ghafoor, described it as a “daring mission”. The three-member expedition
started in late May and was permitted to go till the first week of July. The
team was being managed by Higher Ground Expeditions, a tour operating
company in Hunza Valley.
The people of France and Poland praised Pakistan for helping in an operation carried out to rescue the Polish and French mountaineers on the killer
mountain of Nanga Parbat in north of Pakistan in January. Elisabeth Revol,
from France, and Polish national Tomek Mackiewicz were seen through binoculars by fellow climbers at the base camp, said Karim Shah, a local climber
who was in contact with the base camp. “The military had two helicopters
ready that moved four Polish mountaineers who were already on a summit
on K-2 to Nanga Parbat for the rescue mission,”. Pakistan Army helicopters
also rescued a Slovenian climber in 2005 from one of the world’s highest and
most dangerous mountains where he had been trapped for four days.
In 2005, the Pakistani troops rescued a renowned Slovenian mountaineer stuck under a narrow ice ledge on one of the world's highest peaks
for six days. The crews, flying well above their helicopters’ normal operating altitudes, winched mountaineer Tomaz Humar, 36, off an icy ledge on
the face of the 8,125m (26,657ft) Nanga Parbat, the ninth highest peak in
the world. Two Army Lama helicopters were set off and succeeded in lowering a sling and pulling him up and away. Helicopters had tried to rescue
Mr. Humar, who was stranded at 6,000 metres while attempting a solo ascent of the Himalayan mountain, every day but were thwarted by low cloud.
Humar was taken to the town of Gilgit, about 155 miles north-east of Islamabad. It is believed to be one of the few successful rescues carried out
at such a high altitude.
Avalanches and landslides are common at the Siachen Glacier during
the winter and temperatures there can drop as low as minus 60 degrees
Celsius. An estimated 8,000 troops have died on the glacier since 1984,
almost all of them from avalanches, landslides, frostbite, altitude sickness
or heart failure rather than combat. The Pakistan army is probably the only
fully functional institution in Pakistan as it has been playing various laudable constructive roles in the development of the country. It is clearly evident from history that the Pak Army has always been at the forefront
whenever the nation is hit by natural calamities and other emergencies.
Be it the devastating earthquakes or the ravaging floods, in times of any
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natural calamity or even in man-induced disasters in Pakistan; governments have always turned to the military in order to control the situation.
And, in turn, our brave forces have never ever disappointed the nation.
In an event of any disaster, the armed forces in general and the Pakistan
Army in particular are employed to conduct relief and rescue operations.
Like many countries, particularly developing ones, Pakistan had no proper
mechanism for disaster preparedness in place, and no civilian department
even bothers to dedicate its personnel to handle the disaster relief.
The largest relief operation in the country’s history was launched when
many parts of Pakistan were hit by the worst natural disaster i.e. the earthquake of 8 October, 2005. This dreadful event not only exposed the fragility
and weaknesses of the moribund system but also made people raise
voices for the establishment of a robust and well-orchestrated system.
Good governance is the key to success in better disaster management.
Quality in governance must be ensured to instill confidence in the masses.
There should be a separate aviation department for rescuing purposes for
better management and control. We should have our own teams to provide
assistance. Our approach to Humanitarian Aid Missions should be rooted
in the small team tactics and mission planning used for Special Forces.
Humanitarian missions involve the airlift of relief workers, equipment, or
supplies to victims of natural disasters, major accidents, civil conflicts, or
political emergencies. These missions entail air evacuation from dangerous areas, aerial spraying of insecticide or fire-retardant chemicals, air rescue from shipwrecks, flooded areas, or other emergency situations.
Well-organized actions, regarding mitigation and preparedness, would
help making the nation more disaster- resilient. Effective pre-disaster
measures would also require less effort during response phase of disaster
management. While humanitarian missions may incur small-scale benefits,
these projects ought to be carefully monitored and scrutinized. Special
skills and training offers a thorough knowledge of foreign languages, customs and cultures. And apart from this, the media should play its positive
role so as to highlight the efforts of the Pakistan Army in order to bring stability in the country. On one side, the army is fighting a war against terrorism while on the other, it is always there whenever a need arises to contain
a disaster situation.
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Afghan-Pak

Dissonance and
democratic peace
Mueen Uddin Ahmed
As expressed by Immanuel Kant, an 18th century philosopher, constitutional
republics are one of the prerequisites of achieving perpetual peace in the world
because democracies are more peaceful in their foreign relations. Commentators of the democratic peace theory argue that democracies are more peaceful towards other democracies; however, at times find it difficult to maintain
good relations with non-democratic states. Ironically, bilateral relations between
Pakistan and Afghanistan despite being democratic have remained far from
normal, up till the meeting between Premier Abbasi and President Ghani early
in April 2018, when both leaders agreed to operationalize half a dozen working
groups under the Afghanistan Pakistan Action Plan for Peace and Solidarity
(APAPPS). For the purpose of explaining uneasy peace in retrospect and
prospects of political consonance between the two countries, an intricate examination of the prevailing political environment and systems follows:Pakistan and Afghanistan have witnessed a democratic form of government
for at least the past decade now: however, Pakistani democracy, in essence,
is much older and more mature than Afghan democracy. The structural variant
of democratic peace theory explains that the institutions of representative governments hold decision makers accountable to the masses; while the normative variant argues that liberal values like free
press and the competitive party system best explain the peace between
democratic states.
The National Assembly of Pakistan has 272 directly elected representatives plus 70 reserved seats. The last general elections were held in
2013 and the next on July 25, 2018. There are 17 National Assembly constituencies bordering Afghanistan including nine from FATA; however, it
remains unrepresented in the provincial assemblies of KP and Balochistan
and is governed directly by the Centre. This partially results in undermining
of people’s aspiration when it comes to distribution of resources and legislation. There is no parallel of FATA and PATA in Afghanistan where people live outside the main law. Remedial measures in Pakistan have begun
by the 25th Constitutional Amendment in Pakistan.
Afghanistan follows a presidential form of government; however, the 2014
elections resulted in a US-brokered National Unity Government (NUG) according to which an additional appointment of Chief Executive (CE) was created,
besides president. So far most of the points of the NUG agreement between
Abdullah Abdullah and Ashraf Ghani remain unimplemented, glaring ones
being: non-regularization of CE post in the constitution of Afghanistan leading
to no role of CE in state affairs and appointment of ministers; parliamentary
elections (Wolesi Jirga) not carried out since 2010, though the term of current
parliament expired in 2015; district council elections have never been carried
out, which essentially contribute towards selection of the Afghan Senate (Mesharano Jirga); Loya Jirga (Grand Council – law making institution of
Afghanistan) has not been convened to carry out constitutional and electoral
reforms. According to former National Security Advisor Lt. Gen. (r) Nasser
Khan Janjua, Pak-Afghan peace and prosperity is interdependent and both
countries have a common destiny. Here a question arises, why do two democratic states find it so hard to co-exist? Some answers to this query are best
answered through the lens of democratic peace theory.
First, Pak-Afghan political rapprochement initiatives through 2014 to date
could not achieve the desired results because true representatives of the
Afghan people are still absent from the Afghan Parliament and Senate. In such
a scenario, no matter how much the government of Pakistan cooperates and
facilitates people-to-people contacts, the lack of true representation does not
put enough pressure on the Afghan government to work for the aspirations of
their people to achieve peace and prosperity.
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Secondly, non-implementation of the NUG agreement and the persistent
tussle for power between President and CE affects not only the functioning of
their political system but also breeds resentment in Afghan society. Polarization
in Afghan society is evident from resentment shown by other ethnicities on
adoption of the word “Afghan” to describe them. The Afghan political system
largely remains volatile and dependent on foreign mediation for stability, compromising its sovereign character. To achieve democratic confidence, a wellrepresented Afghan political system encompassing all ethnicities is pivotal,
while the non-implementation of the NUG agreement also remains a problem.
Thirdly, the delayed parliamentary and district council elections in
Afghanistan are now due on October 20, 2018. However, various political parties have demanded that these elections be held under an interim government
and not under President Ashraf Ghani (a Pushtun). Apparently, the demand
seems fair enough since many independent observers have acknowledged
that elections could be influenced by the government machinery. Moreover, results of parliamentary elections directly contribute towards presidential elections, selection of the Senate and the Loya Jirga.
Fourthly, the governmental writ, democratic values and institutions in
Afghanistan have eroded as compared to the monarchy era, instead of getting
stronger. Political parties are drifting from their agenda and performance based
politics is being replaced by ethnicity-based politics. The three-party alliance
between Tajik, Uzbek and Hazara political parties initially formed to challenge
Pushtun domination has been so successful that it has also started to attract
few anti-Ghani Pushtuns. According to a study, 58% of Afghan constitution (94
out of 162 Articles) stand violated as of today. The first vice president, Rashid
Dostum, is in exile and various provincial governors have openly challenged
their removal by the president. The Kandahar IGP, General Raziq, claims that
not even the president could remove him from his position, despite being implicated in human rights violations by international institutions. The insurgents
control, or contest, approximately 40% of Afghanistan, which is increasing.
If we want to forecast the trajectory post-parliamentary and post-presidential
elections in Afghanistan, some projections seem evident. First, the growing
polarity between Pushtuns and other ethnicities could result in another deadlock leading to possibly another power sharing formula, which has a bad legacy
already. Secondly, Ashraf Ghani has offered political dispensation to Taliban
(mostly Pushtuns), which, hypothetically speaking, if accepted would add to
the worries of non-Pushtuns in Afghanistan. Thirdly, policymaking and implementation would remain hostage to internal ethnic representation challenges
and indirectly remain dependent on foreign mediation for stability through military presence and politico-diplomatic expediencies. Resultantly, the true aspirations of Afghan people to achieve peace and prosperity through better
relations with Pakistan could largely remain unattended.
As of today, a forlorn Afghan democratic government is one of the reasons
for uneasy peace between the two neighbours, which does not acknowledge
any pressure from the Afghan society to genuinely pursue a lasting peace with
Pakistan, in spite of shared history, culture, demography and geography. To
conclude, the Afghan political system that favours and accommodates aspirations of the Afghan people has not been truly implemented. The Afghan parliament is run under a presidential decree and not by elected representatives
as required by the Constitution. At the local and border level, merger of FATA
in KP would add to the stability through better governance and empowerment
of people-to-people contacts. While, inter-governmental level working groups
being most suitable at the moment, Pakistan should take Afghan democratic
fault lines into consideration and wait for the other shoe to drop before engaging
in any long term agreements with Afghanistan.
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Terrorism

Attacks during
the campaign
Raza Khan

Terrorism has once again struck Pakistan, more specifically, Balochistan
and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KP) provinces when more than 170 people lost
their lives, sending shock waves around the country and also seriously affecting electioneering in the country. The recent terrorist attacks included
the deadliest-ever terrorism strike in the country, which was made in Mastung in Balochistan province. The Mastung attack was made on Siraj
Raisani’s, a candidate of Balochistan Awami Party (BAP), political gathering killing at least 150 people present on the occasion. The attack was a
suicide strike later claimed by Islamic State (IS) or Da’esh. In the second
big terrorist attack in the KP province capital, Peshawar, 22 people were
killed when a suicide bomber ripped through election-related activity of the
Awami National Party provincial assembly candidate, Haroon Bilour, who
was also killed. A third significant attack was made on the electioneering
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convoy of former chief minister of KP and federal minister, Akram Khan
Durrani. The attack which happened in southern KP city of Bannu killed
four people although Durrani fortunately escaped unhurt. It is the constituency, where Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) head Imran Khan contested against Durrani, who belongs to Jamiat-e-Ulema-e-Islam-Fazl
(JUI-F) and stood from the Muslim clerical parties’ alliance, the Muttahida
Majlis-e-Amal, of which JUI-F is a part.
There are different aspects of the above-mentioned terrorist attacks.
The foremost important dimension of these strikes is that all of them were
made on candidates during their electioneering. All of these parties the
BAP, the ANP and MMA are different political groups with separate agendas. While the ANP is a secular party, the MMA is purely a religious outfit
and the BAP is a newly formed group of likeminded individuals of Balochis-
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tan without any clear ideological leaning but an agenda of development
and mainstreaming of the province. BAP has been accused by its opponents including the outgoing ruling party, the Pakistan Muslim LeagueNawaz (PML-N), of being a pro-establishment party. It is important to note
that Senate Chairman, Sanjrani also belongs to BAP, who was supported
by both the PTI and PPP to become Senate chairman. The BAP has forged
an alliance with the PTI for elections in Balochistan. The ostensible objective of the terrorist strikes is to disrupt the electoral process in at least two
provinces. The intelligence reports and estimates had warned that PTI
chief Imran Khan, PPP co-chairperson, Bilwal Bhutto Zardari and ANP
head Asfandyar Wali are on the hit-list of the terrorists. However, Imran
Khan announced that he would not be deterred by such reports and would
continue to hold gatherings while Bilawal and Asfandyar had somewhat
curbed their political activities.
It is important to note that IS or Da’esh claimed responsibility for the
Mastung attack while Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan (TTP) owned the attack
in Peshawar on the ANP. While claiming of Peshawar attack by the TTP
make a lot of sense the attack on BAP by IS is less comprehensible. It was
the ANP coalition government with the PPP in KP from 2008-2013 during
which a lot of operations were launched against the TTP in KP, particularly
Swat, which during the same period the TTP held sway under Fazlullah.
As Fazlullah was killed a couple of months back in a US unmanned vehicle
missile strike in eastern Afghanistan, the attack on ANP leader Haroon
Bilour could be a reprisal by the TTP. Such a strike was also very important
for the TTP because the group in the last couple of years has been experiencing infighting and resultant wear and tear. Military operations by Pakistan security agencies have also significantly weakened the TTP. Haroon
Bilour was the son of former ANP senior minister of KP, Bashir Bilour, who
was also killed by a suicide attacker before the 2013 national elections in
December 2012 also in Peshawar. Whether the TTP would be able to resurrect itself by sending a strong message to its former members, is only
for time to tell, but killing of Haroon Bilour is a great loss for the ANP. He
was one of most educated of the young leaders of the party and was a potential candidate for chief minister in case the ANP won. So his killing is
unfortunate for the ANP and generally for the political atmosphere of the
province and Pakistan.
Coming to the Mastung attack, IS claimed the strike and, importantly,
there is no counterclaim by any other terrorist group. It is the first such
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strike by the IS on an election activity in Pakistan. The scale of the attack
bears the signature of Da’esh. Why IS conducted such a deadly attack in
Balochistan and Pakistan is a question. The answer is somewhat simple.
The group wants to make its presence felt in Pakistan and it wanted to do
it in a big way. As elections and electioneering are such events and activity
that are under keen public and media focus, IS wanted to exploit the situation for its advertisement.
Noticeably, in September 2016, Pakistani authorities reportedly
busted a huge network of Daesh in Balochistan. Security agencies had
also arrested top ten commanders of IS, who were said to be on a mission in the country to recruit thousands of foot soldiers for the IS Middle
East’s war theatre, specifically in Iraq and Syria. The group once controlled large swathes of territory in Iraq and Syria, but then lost a good
part of it to state and international forces in both the countries. The arrested commanders then had revealed that they were directed by the IS
central leadership to spread chaos in Pakistan and create a situation for
a Da’esh caliphate in Pakistan. The Mastung attack should be seen in
the light of this IS strategy. If the IS is able to stage such huge attacks
in Pakistan, it is very alarming. Pakistan’s security agencies, and particularly the police department in KP, need to be given credit for busting
the IS networks and sleeper cells in Pakistan. However, after the Mastung attack, Pakistani security agencies have to double their efforts to
stop IS from developing strong networks in the country. Because it is
such a fearsome and ferocious group that once it strengthens its hold,
it will set new records of gore and horror.
Here one must criticize the Pakistani media for not giving adequate importance to the Mastung attack, because most of the media organizations,
particularly the TV channels, were busy in round-the-clock coverage of the
return and arrest of former convicted prime minister Nawaz Sharif and his
daughter Mariam Nawaz. This is the height of callousness by the media.
There is no doubt that the incident happened in remote Balochistan
province, where the media has no interest to focus due to commercial reasons. But this is against the norms of journalism and is a serious question
mark on the nationhood of Pakistan, where attacks and incidents in big
provinces and cities get extensive coverage while other places do not.

[Just before going to press, two further terrorist attacks were carried out
against candidates in Bannu and Dera Ismail Khan. Ed]
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Economics

Pak rupee in free
fall: What next?
Muhammad Jahangir

The rupee has once again fallen by 5.7 per cent against the US dollar, taking the cumulative depreciation of the exchange rate to 18.7 per cent during the last seven months. Before this devaluation the dollar was traded
at Rs121.60-65 while the open market was trading the dollar at
Rs124.50.The open market traded dollar as high as Rs132 but the exchange companies of A category said the rate was Rs129.The dollar is
short in the open market and most of the exchange companies refused to
sell the currency. Dealers said a week is required to gain confidence of the
market with the new dollar price as they were not aware of the next devaluation plan. Some analysts believe that the open market rate would be adjusted in the next few days that could be higher by Rs4 per dollar
compared to the banking rate.
According to a statement by the State Bank of Pakistan, this movement
in the exchange rates reflects the demand-supply gap of foreign exchange
in the interbank market. The statement has pointed to the growth rate of
the economy, adding that “this high growth has been accompanied with a
notable deterioration in the country’s balance of payments. Despite a double-digit growth in exports (year-on-year 13.2pc in July-May FY18) and a
moderate increase in remittances, strong demand for imports (year-onyear growth of 16.4pc in July-May FY18) have pushed the country’s current account deficit to the levels not sustainable beyond the short run.”
In this context, the State Bank has underlined the rising levels of aggregate demand in the economy, echoing a theme emphasised in its monetary policy statement as well as its third quarterly report released earlier.
Clearly, the SBP is of the view that the adjustment in the exchange rate
along with the increased policy rate and other administrative measures,
would help contain domestic demand in general, and reduce the imbalances in the country’s external accounts in particular. Last week, the Governor State Bank, when asked about the likelihood of further depreciations,
said that rupee-dollar parity and interest rates are the two tools with which
the central bank deals with foreign exchange related pressures, and “we
are using both of them.”
Emergency currency devaluations of this kind have been described as
quick fixes, with the short and long term dividend being cheaper exports.
But even here, there are implications for international trade. For, if a country persistently sells goods below market price, it risks anti-dumping
charges as per World Trade Organisation rules. Also not to be overlooked
is how a weakened currency offers less interest on loans, thereby boosting
inflation.
In short, a devalued rupee will not stem the tide of economic decline
even in the short-term, given how this exacerbates already gaping current
account and trade deficits. Back in March, the rupee’s previous tumble
gave way to the lowest levels of dollar reserves in three years. Fast-forward to this month and the country is left with $9.6 billion in foreign reserves, sufficient to cover imports for two months only.
In the midst of present political uncertainty, there is one thing of which
we can be sure. That is, regardless of whosoever triumphs at the ballot
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box, the country will be almost immediately set off, begging bowl in hand,
to the International Monetary Fund. IMF handouts are not always the best
remedy for local economies. Yet, experts reckon that Pakistan may end
up with a 13th bailout. And as we know, this contributes to a boom-bust
economy. Central to the IMF repayment scheme is the upping of foreign
direct investment (FDI). But this, as has been well documented in various
survey reports, encourages a “race to the bottom” in terms of lowering social and environmental protection costs. Which is another way of saying
that loan recipient nations are stranded in a no-win situation.
Even though it seems clear that an IMF bailout package may be in the
pipeline, the next government will need to assess its impact in the long
run. Not least due to the incredibly high interest rate on loans, the effect of
which was cushioned the last time around by low oil prices at the global
level, thereby helping Pakistan to clear its $6.6 billion in IMF dues back in
2016. Yet today, international crude supplies are in a precarious situation,
with Libya, Iran and Venezuela facing American sanctions which may or
may not be part of a larger US trade war.
In this context, the incoming set-up will have to ask international creditors for a little breathing space; at least until it assesses how the FATF
grey-listing will affect trade relations. Such appeals must be particularly be
made to China, which has been making large cash injections by way of
several loans outside of the CPEC framework.
It goes without saying that the next government will have to take many
tough decisions, such as addressing the fundamentals — with or without
the IMF package. An immediate requirement is to cut government expenditure - both developmental and non-developmental- and adopt a strict austerity regime for all sectors of the economy. Imports must be contained and
exports boosted by all means possible. All debt repayments should also be
put on hold and creditors should be asked to wait at least for a year during
which the economy can go through a process of gradual recovery.
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Economics

SBP Quarterly Report:
An economy under siege
Muhammad Jahangir
In its third quarterly report for FY18, the State Bank has undertaken a comprehensive review of Pakistan's economy, focusing particularly on challenges now
facing the country. The SBP report presents a mixed picture of the economy at
the end of March, 2018. The real GDP growth was estimated at a 13 year high
of 5.8 percent in FY18, along with a benign inflationary environment.
However, according to the report, continued deterioration in the external
balance and high fiscal deficit remains a source of concern. A higher GDP
growth was achieved on the back of strong performances by the agriculture
and services sectors, both of which grew at, or above, their targets. Rising
global commodity prices and strong domestic demand played a key role in determining the trend of domestic prices during July-March, FY18. However, their
impact was more than offset by a decline in food prices and the headline inflation remained somewhat lower at 3.8 percent compared to 4.0 percent in the
corresponding period of last year.
A sharp increase in expenditures and a slower growth in revenues resulted
in the fiscal deficit rising to 4. 3 percent of GDP during July-March, FY18, compared to 3.9 percent in the corresponding period of last year. The slowdown in
revenue collection was primarily due to direct taxes while acceleration in growth
of expenditures was led by provincial spending, with both current and development expenditures rising sharply.
The report has underlined the fact that higher fiscal deficit was largely financed through borrowings from SBP and external sources. In case of external
finance, the government relied heavily on commercial loans and sovereign
bonds. The revaluation losses caused by the depreciation of the rupee also
added significantly to the external debt. With these developments, gross public
debt rose by Rs.2.7 trillion during July-March, FY18, to reach Rs.24.1 trillion
by the end of March, 2018. Within gross public debt, government debt increased by Rs.2.4 trillion to reach Rs.22.0 trillion as of end-March, 2018. External sector remained under pressure despite some recovery in exports and
home remittances. Increase in global oil prices, together with higher machinery
and transport imports, exacerbated the trade balance. This led to the highest
current account deficit of dollar 12.1 billion the country has seen during JulyMarch of a fiscal year.
In the larger economic context, it is relevant to note here that the government has set a 6.2 percent real GDP growth target for FY19 but the ongoing
dry spell and water shortages may adversely impact the value addition potential
of the agriculture sector. The growing external vulnerability and high fiscal deficit
will continue to pose major risks to the achievement of this target. Several factors may help keep inflation around the target of 6 percent set for FY19. The
government has set fiscal deficit target at 4.9 percent of GDP but this target
appears challenging. On the external side, a higher C/A deficit together with
limited financial flows would continue to keep the balance of payments (BoP)
under pressure.
While highlighting the risks and challenges faced by the economy, the State
Bank report has pointed out that the most welcome developments during JulyMarch, 2018 were the real GDP growth estimated at a 13 year high of 5.8 percent and low inflationary environment largely owing to a decline in food
component. These achievements would not only increase employment opportunities but would also help raise the standard of living of ordinary people who
spend a large part of their incomes on food.
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However, it is doubtful whether the targets fixed for FY19 are likely to be
achieved. While CPEC spending and improvement in power supply are reassuring factors for accelerating growth, water shortages and political uncertainty
could adversely impact the agriculture sector which has close linkages with
other sectors. On the other hand, price pressures have remained largely under
control but high domestic demand, lagged impact of adjustment in energy
prices and a substantial depreciation of the rupee may contribute to higher inflation in the near future.
A matter of serious concern in this regard is the rising fiscal deficit and the
widening CA deficit. The fiscal deficit has already risen to 4.3 percent of GDP
till the end of March, 2018, as against the full year target of 4.1 percent. The
improvement in primary balance could not be sustained further, signifying that
the non-interest expenditures grew at a fast rate. The disturbing aspect is that
provincial governments, as usual, could not generate budget surpluses to reduce the overall budget deficit. Instead, they revved up the pace of development expenditures to fast track completion of the ongoing projects for political
mileage before the term of the current assemblies came to an end.
The severest challenge to the economy continues to be the massive deficit
in the external sector of the economy. Foreign exchange reserves of the country have dwindled to barely finance two months of imports. The prospects for
FY19 are also not bright. Although exports are expected to pick up pace, the
import bill is likely to stay high owing to a notable increase in international commodity prices, especially of oil.
The projection is that FDI inflows are expected to remain lower in FY19
while the situation in the Middle East and the substitution of domestic labour in
place of expatriates may tend to affect the overall level of home remittances. A
large fiscal deficit and excessive widening of CA deficit are leading to a considerable accumulation of public debt. Such a state of affairs, if continued over
a long term period, would increase the debt servicing cost sharply, reduce the
available resources for development spending and mortgage the future of coming generations.
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Education

“English medium” –
violating the Constitution
of Pakistan
Dr. Zaheer Ahmad Babar

In 2010, the Punjab provincial government issued a notification, converting all public sector
schools into “English medium” with effect from
April 1, 2011. The education authorities claimed
that the decision was aimed at competing with
the globalised world in the field of knowledge.
Years ago, in 2006, the federal government had
approved in the curriculum-2006 that mathematics, science and social studies subjects would be
taught in English. The School Education Department had issued instructions for implementation
of the decision of the federal government.
However, a large number of educationists and
experts on education believe that the move was
aimed at destroying our education system, and
the notification was issued in violation of various
articles of the Constitution of Pakistan.
By imposing a ban on teaching the syllabus
books in Urdu language, a large number of students were rendered mentally uncomfortable and they were forced to
abandon their education halfway. The reason was obvious and simple: the
syllabus books in English were hard to comprehend for them, being above
their mental level. Interestingly, even their teachers were unable to read
the syllabus books and understand them fully, what to talk of giving any
lessons to the students.
Ishtiaq Ahmad, a senior subject specialist of Physics, says the Punjab
provincial government blatantly violated the Constitution of Pakistan “to
fulfil the imperialist agenda of keeping the upcoming generations uneducated by imposing English on them from the beginning”.
Talking to Cutting Edge, the educationist said that converting public
sector schools to English medium without hiring teachers capable of imparting an education to students in English medium was a big conspiracy
against the young generations of the country. That’s why, according to Alif
Ailaan education initiative surveys, literacy rates in almost all provinces
during the past years either remained stagnant or went down, instead of
showing any progress, Ishtiaq Ahmad justifies his assertions.
Under the 18th Amendment, education was devolved to the provinces.
However, no province was given authority to introduce any syllabus which
violates the Constitution of Pakistan. Imparting education to students in
Urdu language is clearly written in the Constitution. However, the Punjab
provincial government blatantly violated articles 251, 28, 31, 19, 25A of
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the 1973 Constitution of Pakistan by issuing a notification about change
of medium from Urdu to English in all government schools.
Article 251, which is about the national language of the country, says:(1) The National language of Pakistan is Urdu, and arrangements shall
be made for its being used for official and other purposes within fifteen
years from the commencing day.
(2) Subject to clause (1), the English language may be used for official
purposes until arrangements are made for its replacement by Urdu.
(3) Without prejudice to the status of the National Language, a Provincial Assembly may by law prescribe measure for the teaching, promotion
and use of a provincial language in addition to the National Language.
Ishtiaq Ahmad says that in all three abovementioned clauses of Article
251, there is no mention of replacing Urdu with English; rather there are
clear instructions about changing English with Urdu as the medium of instruction in a stipulated period of time.
There is a provision for the use of a provincial language, with the condition that it would not affect the status of the national language. For the
purpose, the provincial assembly will have to legislate; but no assembly,
national or provincial, has been authorised to replace an educational syllabus in the national language Urdu with English. Then how come a chief
minister of a province can issue a notification in this regard on his own,
asks the educationist.
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Ishtiaq Ahmad says that Shahbaz Sharif, former chief minister of Punjab, violated the Constitution of Pakistan by issuing a notification, though
his party claims to be a protector of the said Constitution.
The second related article of the Constitution is 28, which is related to
“Preservation of Language, Script and Culture”. It reads: Subject to Article
251, any section of citizens having a distinct language, script or culture
shall have the right to preserve and promote the same and subject to law,
establish institutions for that purpose. Under this article also, the citizens
of the Punjab province, like those of other provinces, have the constitutional right to get education in their national language, Urdu, guaranteed
under Article 251 of the Constitution. But the former chief minister deprived
the people of Punjab of their constitutional right.
Now, if any person or an organisation opens an Urdu medium school
in the province, they would have no facility of syllabus books in Urdu, neither the students would have the facility to take their exams in their national
language. The ex-chief minister even issued a directive for conducting the
assembly in the morning in the English language, regrets the educationist.
The Punjab provincial government also made an attempt to replace
Quranic and Islamic education with computer literacy in violation of Article
31 of the Constitution. This Article titled “Islamic Way of Life” reads:(1) Steps shall be taken to enable the Muslims of Pakistan, individually
and collectively, to order their lives in accordance with the fundamental
principles and basic concepts of Islam and to provide facilities, whereby
they may be enabled to understand the meaning of life according to the
Holy Quran and Sunnah.
(2) The State shall endeavour, as respects the Muslims of Pakistan:(a) to make the teaching of the Holy Quran and Islamiat compulsory,
to encourage and facilitate the learning of the Arabic language and to secure correct and exact printing and publishing of the Holy Quran…
However, the Punjab government replaced Arabic and Islamic education subjects with computer education. Imparting modern and computer
education is definitely a need of the hour, and a good step, but it should
have not replaced Quranic and Islamic education in schools. Secondly, all
books on computer education are in English, which are hard to understand
by even the teachers, what to talk of the students.
And then Article 19 of the Constitution – Freedom of speech, etc. Every
citizen shall have the right to freedom of speech and expression, and there
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shall be freedom of the press, subject to any reasonable restrictions imposed by law in the interest of the glory of Islam or the integrity, security
or defence of Pakistan or any part thereof, friendly relations with foreign
states, public order, decency or morality, or in relation to contempt of court,
[commission of] or incitement to an offence.
Under this article, every citizen of Pakistan has the right to freedom of
speech and expression. But during the past five years, the teaching community, especially those working for primary and middle schools, were
completely deprived of their rights. Being old appointees and with no refresher courses and chances to up-gradation of their qualifications, they
were kept in a state of sever oppression. They were deprived of their right
to comment on or object to the current syllabus being taught in schools.
And, finally, the most important article related to education i.e. 25 A.,
Right to Education, which says:The State shall provide free and compulsory education to all children
of the age of five to sixteen years in such manner as may be determined
by law. The article clearly says that the State is responsible for providing
free education to all children of Pakistan. If it is true, then how can the
State allow privatisation of government schools? How is it that the big
school system can operate and provide relatively quality education in exchange for a hefty fee, while the state-run schools provide such a lowstandard and poor quality education that no parents like to send their
children there. Educationist Ishtiaq Ahmad says the State has not adequate number of schools where it can offer even “poor quality” education.
The governments are not fulfilling their constitutional obligation of providing
education to all children “only to benefit private school systems”.
Ishtiaq Ahmad, quoting from the findings of various surveys, regrets
that during the past over 10 years, not even a single new school was set
up by the Punjab government in any part of the province. In fact, a large
number of schools were either privatised or closed down for various reasons during this period, he alleges.
If the Punjab provincial government was sincere in promoting education
in the public sector, it should have increased the number of government
schools instead of spending huge funds on a few Daanish schools, which
are also a form of promoting ‘education business’. It must have provided
missing facilities in the public sector schools where children of the poorest
of the poor study, Ishtiaq Ahmad concludes.
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Terrorism

How to defeat the
existential threat
Faheem Amir

Pakistan is bleeding again. Terrorists
have killed more than 175 innocent
people, including three prominent
politicians, and injured around 200 others in three separate bomb attacks. All
these terror attacks occurred in the
space of a little over 72 hours and less
than two weeks before the general
elections.
On July 10, Haroon Bilour, a candidate from PK-78 Peshawar, and 19
others were killed in an attack targeting
the ANPs election meeting. Tehreek-iTaliban Pakistan (TTP) claimed responsibility for the attack. The TTP had
also claimed responsibility of the killing
of Bashir Bilour, Haroon Bilour’s father,
in 2012.
On July 13, the convoy of Muttahida
Majlis-i-Amal (MMA)’s candidate from
NA-35 Bannu, Akram Khan Durrani,
came under attack. In this attack,
Akram Khan Durrani, former chief minister, remained safe but four of his supporters lost their lives. Later in the
afternoon, a suicide bomber targeted a meeting of Balochistan Awami
Party (BAP) candidate from PB-35 Mastung, Nawabzada Siraj Raisani. In
the attack, Nawabzada Siraj Raisani along with around 150 others, were
killed and over 200 injured. The Islamic State group had claimed responsibility for the attack. The Mastung attack is the deadliest terror attack in
the country since the attack on Army Public School Peshawar in 2014.
These terror attacks have stunned and saddened the nation again. The
federal government observed Sunday (15th July) as a day of national
mourning over these attacks in Balochistan and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa.
These terror attacks manifest the following:
1: Militant organisations like the TTP and ISIS and their supporters
have not yet been extirpated in Pakistan. Whenever the militants get a
chance, they attack and kill innocent people. So, the claim, that the back
of the militancy has been broken, has proven wrong. Thus, in spite of rendering matchless sacrifices and suffering huge loses, “the war against terror” is not yet over.
2: These terrorist organisations stepped up their terror attacks against
politicians belonging to all parties clearly to disrupt the elections. With
these attacks, the militants created fear and a sense of insecurity among
the politicians. In the elections of 2008 and 2013, the militants adopted the
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same policy. In fact, the real intention of the terrorists was to compel the
government to cancel the elections. But, the state and the nation foiled the
terrorists’ plan by holding elections on time. By conducting the elections,
the state has also shown its supreme power and will against the hidden
enemy. The terrorists have not been allowed to derail the democratic
process in the country.
3: With the Mastung attack, the presence of Da’esh in Pakistan, now,
cannot be denied. Da’esh has already established its cells across the
country. The ISIS presence clearly shows that a conspiracy is in full swing
across Pakistan. There are many external forces which want to destabilise
the country. They are using ISIS, the TTP and other militant organisations
to achieve their nefarious design. Senator Rehman Malik, a former interior
minister of Pakistan, writes in the Nation: “The claim of Khalid Khorasani,
being the head of Da’esh Pakistan regarding the presence of Daesh in
Pakistan should have been an eye-opener for the then government, which
rather than facing the reality chose to brush it aside for political reasons...
The current acts of terrorism are being planned and engineered from
Afghanistan and the Da’esh-trained terrorists are being used by them. The
geo-location of Khalid Khorasani has been reported at Kunar in
Afghanistan. An American journalist was seriously injured when she had
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traced the location of Ikram Ullah and
Fazal Ullah. She met this writer with her
local Pakistani-based assistant a few
weeks ago and she narrated the whole
episode. There is a question in the
minds of the public as to why Daesh is
once again so active in KPK and
Balochistan? The analysis, based on
available evidence, which this writer
made public vide a press conference
dated 23 August, 2017, wherein the
anti- Pakistan plan was revealed, to create a wedge within KPK and FATA by
creating groups and this was propagated through a specially launched
radio station which was shut down by
Pak intelligence. Similarly, under the
same plan the anti- Pak groups were
reenergised and activated. We witnessed more training camps of Da’esh
in Afghanistan and increased terroristic
activities engineered from Afghanistan.
This anti-Pak plan was exposed by a
prominent USA analyst while being interviewed by Russian TV, which is part
of an international media record. This
shows that there is a greater agenda of
the West to attempt to disintegrate our country and the nation witnessed
unprecedented moves against the federation and especially the Pakistan
Army, which were fully backed by a newly established radio station and
hype in the international media to discredit Pakistan. Briefly, Da’esh is following the Indian RAW agenda under PM Modi duly supported by
Afghanistan… After the arrest of RAW agent Kulbhushan Yadev there is
no doubt left as to how India is involved in destabilising Pakistan…Is it not
an eye opener that when Nawaz Sharif decides to return to Pakistan on
12th July, the Da’esh selects the same day to use suicide bombers to create fear and to kill two renowned leaders, one from KPK and one from
Balochistan? See the links of these two happenings on the same day”.
4: These attacks clearly show that all the previous governments have
failed to chalk out a comprehensive national security policy. They have relied on short-term responses to tackle such a threatening menace. To preserve their political interests, they have not implemented the NAP fully.
Even our security agencies have used religious extremism to protect their
interests in the region. Due to these factors, extremism is ascendant. All
the institutions are declining rapidly and the writ of the state is eroding.
Pakistan needs an effective governance based on security and justice, if
it needs to stop the rapid drift towards lawlessness and failure.
Tariq Khosa, a former IG Police and author of The Faltering State, has
given six points to solve Pakistan’s problems. He writes: First, Pakistan
must stop harbouring a massive insecurity complex. As a nuclear state
with the world’s sixth largest army, we should be confident and end our
garrison-state mentality and constant worrying about survival. Rather, we
should be a trading nation that takes advantage of its geographic location
for economic prosperity. Second, there is no doubt in the writer’s mind that
the relevant stakeholders in the state security establishment have finally
undertaken to end support for erstwhile militant jihadi groups that was given
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on account of strategic compulsions that are counterproductive in the present milieu. The time for proxies is over; being blacklisted by FATF would
result in international isolation, sanctions and the stigma of a pariah state.
Third, we must adhere to the rule of law and guarantee individual rights.
The issues of missing persons and enforced disappearances are of grave
concern, as is the fact that dissenting voices are being muzzled. Fourth,
social justice must be ensured for all citizens, irrespective of caste, creed
or ethnicity. The elite have pushed the poor into deplorable conditions that
engender violence and crime, and leave the youth vulnerable to manipulation by extremist forces. Fifth, we must cultivate tolerance for national
harmony. Our strength lies in being a diverse polity. Its potential can create
a dynamic human resource, but channelling such energy requires a guiding
hand rather than a draconian fist. The state should show magnanimity and
grace in order to resolve disputes through tolerant dialogue. Similarly, the
state should enable citizens to practise their religions freely. Our Constitution’s framers consciously avoided giving enforcement powers to the state
in matters of faith. They must resist becoming a theocratic instrument of a
dogmatic brigade. Leaders must set the tone for a national narrative that
shuns violence and promotes tolerance. Sixth, institutions must take precedence over individuals. The police, judiciary, civil armed forces, intelligence
agencies and the military must have the courage to uphold the rule of law
and neutralize individuals who think themselves above the law. All these
institutions need to get together and carve out a charter of governance that
defines their roles and restraints within their constitutional mandate. In conclusion, such a framework revolves around security, sovereignty and sustainability. Security implies the state’s monopoly over the use of force, and
elimination of domestic threats like terrorism. Sovereignty implies effective
reach of law enforcement throughout the country, use of armed forces in
aid of civil authorities, and parliament taking the lead on national security.
Sustainability entails socioeconomic justice, quality public education, a
counter-extremism narrative, good governance and the rule of law. In October 1947, the Quaid-i-Azam stated, ‘We should have a state in which we
could live and breathe as free men and which we could develop according
to our lights and culture and where principles of Islamic social justice could
find free play.’ In another address a few days later, he said to our fledgling
nation, ‘My message to you all is of hope, courage and confidence. Let us
mobilise all our resources … and tackle the grave issues that confront us
with grim determination and discipline worthy of a great nation.’ Let his
dream not go sour”.
5: It is very tragic that the electronic media did not perform its duty professionally on the tragic Mastung day. It blacked out the incident and gave
more time to broadcast Nawaz Sharif’s homecoming, which was a signal
failure. It is the duty of the media, electronic and print, that it should inculcate the feelings of unity and resistence among the people by broadcasting
special programmes on Mastung- like tragic incidents. It should also dispel
rumours, disinformation and misconception which the enemies of Pakistan
are spreading.
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Interconnectivity

Pak-US relations: a new
turn in Afghanistan
Dr. Qaisar Rashid

China has achieved the status of being able to refute the myth that its containment is possible. On a two-day summit on May 14 and 15, 2017, the
assembly of 28 heads of states and representatives from 110 countries of
the world in Shanghai, China, was a single major myth-busting success of
the foreign policy of Chinese President Xi Jinping. One portion of the initiative would pass through Pakistan as the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor.
In September 2013, Jinping laid out his vision for the Silk Road Economic Belt in a speech in Astana, Kazakhstan. In October 2014, China set
up the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB) with 50 billion dollars
in capital, and the (new) Silk Road Fund with 40 billion dollars. The AIIB is
given the task of building infrastructure and promoting trade across the
Asian continent.
The “one belt, one road” or the OBOR initiative can be divided into two
halves. The belt part (or the “new Silk Road”) is China’s dream to revive
the ancient trade routes between China and its western neighbours in
South Asia and Central Asia to Europe. The road part is China’s vision to
develop new trade routes in the seas around China, roughly along the
routes that had once been sailed by the great admiral, Zheng He, during
the Ming dynasty. The objective of the OBOR initiative – a combination of
an overland belt and a maritime road – is to connect China with Asia, Africa
and Europe through infrastructure developments including constructing
highways, railways, pipeline, ports and power grids.
China joined the World Trade Organisation (WTO) in 2001 and then
China did not look back. Kevin P. Gallagher writes on page 189 of his book,
The China Triangle: Latin America’s China Boom and the Fate of the
Washington Consensus, published in 2016: “China’s new development
banks have arisen from at least two motivations. [First,] China has accumulated an enormous store of wealth and savings that it seeks to diversify
by making big investments across the world. Second, China feels slighted
by the West for not being given a greater role in the Bretton Wood institutions [such as World Bank (WB) and International Monetary Fund (IMF)].
In 2010, the IMF passed significant reforms that would have given China
and other emerging economies a greater say. Those reforms, however,
have been stalled in the US Congress. Since China wasn’t let into existing
institutions, it has begun to create its own. These institutions now have
levels of capital at their disposal that of the Western-backed development
bank. The World Bank holds just over 200 billion dollars in capital and has
just over 500 billion dollars in assets. The CDB [China Development Bank]
holds 100 billion dollars in capital, and has over 1 trillion dollars in assets.”
Xi has pledged 124 billion dollars to the initiative. It is expected that the
plan would funnel investment of 502 billion dollars into 62 countries over
the next five years. Though China depicted its belt and road initiative as
an effort to make a walloping unprecedented investment to benefit many,
the initiative is having at least nine implications.
First, China is reshaping international trade. In the past, European
traders used to visit Asia to get access to its resource- rich lands, followed
by European armies occupying areas for long-term benefits. Now, Asian
countries are making roads to connect themselves to European markets
to sell their agriculture and industrial products.
Second, China is clamoring for opening international markets rather
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than closing them in the name of protectionism. Contrary to protectionist
efforts of US President Donald Trump, China has tried to increase the number of stakeholders in its anti-protectionism effort by inviting 28 leaders
from various parts of the world.
Third, China is trying to neutralize the Pacific pivot to Asia introduced
by the US in the South China Sea in November 2011. Though the priority
for the pivot plummeted in 2014 after the involvement of the US in Syria,
the presence of any pivot in the South China Sea loses its significance if
China finds an alternative path to connect with the world commercially
through the belt and road initiative.
Fourth, China is cooperating with Russia. Contrary to the Cold-War era
when China distanced itself from the former USSR, this time China is taking Russia along. Russia, which has already been rejected by Western
Europe, has turned East. In the belt and road initiative, Russia finds not
only an alternative path to connect itself to Europe but it also finds an unhindered access to the warm waters of the Arabian Ocean.
Fifth, China is promoting inclusiveness leaving no country of Asia out
of the ambit of the belt and road initiative. In May 2014, in Astana, Kazakhstan, Russian President Vladimir Putin signed the founding treaty of the
Eurasian Economic Union which today consists of Russia, Kazakhstan,
Belarus, Armenia and Kyrgyzstan. The treaty came into force in January
2015, and is an attractive platform for the rest of the states that once comprised the former USSR. In December 2012, Former US Secretary of State
Hillary Clinton denounced Russia’s effort for Eurasian integration as an attempt to “re-Sovietize” the neighbourhood and announced that the emergence of a new version of the Soviet Union under the ruse of economic
integration would be discouraged.
Sixth, China is reinforcing interdependence. Compared to the past,
when countries remained aloof from one another within their political
boundaries, the belt and road initiative has the potential of connecting
about 62 countries of Asia including Central and Southeast Asia, the Middle East, North Africa and Europe constituting about half population and
more than half the resources of the world. The governing formula is a winwin partnership which will bring economic prosperity and peace to the
countries inter-connected.
Seventh, China is yearning for economic globalization. Instead of
greater political links based on political needs, China sees solutions for
the problems in the world in greater economic links on the basis of economic needs: geo-economics is taking precedence over geo-politics. Nevertheless, the US still questions the political intent of China for its vision of
economic globalization.
Eight, China is focusing on infrastructure development. Through offering an infrastructure connectivity, China is offering a chance to the developing countries of Asia and Africa to stimulate economic growth, spur
development and reduce the gap of development between themselves and
the developed countries of the world.
Ninth, China is developing an international clout. Contrary to the past
when China remained self-contained, through its belt and road initiative,
China is connecting three main regional economic blocs: Association of
Southeast Asian Nations, African Union and the European Union. The
clout is primarily in the economic sphere but will have a political impact.
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Your View
Summer vacation fee

Media: real issues
LAST week was a trying time for our nation owing to the suicide at-

THE Islamabad High Court on May 18 barred private

tacks in Peshawar and Mastung. Both tragedies claimed over 150

schools in the capital from charging a summer vacation

lives besides injuring hundreds. While the entire nation is in a state

fee. This was endorsed by Chief Justice Saqib Nisar last

of shock and grief, a large section of electronic media has been oc-

month and the news was made public. However, schools

cupied with providing uninterrupted coverage to the two convicts —

are now asking for the fee again, referring to a reversal of

Nawaz Sharif and Maryam Nawaz — sentenced to jail in the Aven-

the order by the Supreme Court in this regard. Their text

field case. The interest and projection of the media is understandable

messages state: “In light of the honourable Supreme Court

owing to the high-profile status of the convicts — one of them being

order dated 28th June, 2018, the Supreme Court has set

three-time prime minister. However, airing the minute details of time

aside the impugned order of Islamabad High Court dated

in jail such as their morning routine or the breakfast menu is absurd.

18th May, 2018”. Neither the schools’ administration nor

This is particularly irrational given the fact that there are several

the Private Educational Institutions Regulatory Authority is

pressing issues such as water shortage, the recent elections and the

providing written evidence of this order. The authorities

law and order situation that need attention from society, particularly

concerned should look into the matter and provide written

the media. Being the primary source of information and awareness

proof of the reversal; otherwise, they must restrain schools’

for people, the media ought to focus on highlighting matters of signif-

administrations from violating courts’ orders.
Muhammad Omar

icance that are crucial to peace and stability in Pakistan.

Islamabad

Mashal Riaz
Islamabad

ECP’s role

Punjab, Sindh gas prices

IT was great to have an election on time and we are all ready

THE small textile units using gas generators cannot sell their prod-

to accept and congratulate the winning candidates. However,

ucts at lower prices as gas charges are much higher in Punjab

the ECP, with so many sources at its disposal, has played a re-

compared to those in Sindh, where the price of gas is 50 per cent

ally disappointing role. The election staff for candidates was fa-

less.

tigued and many lost contact with their colleagues and even

The textile industry plays a major role in our economy, but owing to

families. What does the ECP have to say to them, especially to

lack of interest by the government it is facing a lot of difficulties;

women who were stuck at the polling stations after midnight?

many mills are closed.

The ECP’s explanation for delays and their chief’s declaration

Despite the fact that the prime minister had announced incentives

that that no complaints were received regarding Form 45 are

for the textile industry nothing has been done to revive the textile

lies. We are unsure about the real reasons for this massive fail-

industry. The government should reduce gas charges for Punjab to

ure despite the mammoth expenditures of the ECP. The ECP

revive the textile industry.

should at least have the courage to apologise for all the mess
Muslim Abdullah
Faisalabad

they have created. The refusal to provide Form 45 is a clear violation of electoral laws.
Hassan Zaman Shah
Karachi

Askari Park
THE Askari Park incident was a tragedy that took the life of an innocent girl and left 15 injured. The rides were not tested for safety and

Parties’ complaints

the staff was too inexperienced to handle such a situation. After the

THE political parties, particularly PML-N and PPP, crying foul and

incident, the authorities showed reluctance to conduct an inquiry.

blaming the Election Commission of Pakistan (ECP) for irregulari-

The park was earlier called Askari Park, but now it is being referred

ties in the election process must be asked why they did not re-

to as Sabzi Mandi Park in our mainstream media. Everyone knows

form the ECP when they were in power. Furthermore, the current

who owns Askari Parks. A proper investigation must be carried out.

Chief Election Commissioner was also appointed by them.
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Abrar Sawand

Mirza Ibrahim Baig

Sukkur

Karachi
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Stone tools put early hominids in
China 2.1 million years ago

Long-necked dinosaurs grew to be
giants in more ways than one

Bruce Bower

Carolyn Gramling

Members of the human
genus, Homo, left Africa
far earlier than thought,
reaching what’s now central China by around 2.12
million years ago, a new
study finds.
Some stone tools unearthed at China’s Shangchen site date to roughly 250,000 years before
what was previously the oldest Eurasian evidence of Homo, say geologist Zhaoyu Zhu of the Chinese Academy of Sciences in Guangzhou
and his colleagues. Toolmakers visited the Chinese spot on and off until
as late as 1.26 million years ago, the scientists report. No hominid fossils
have been found at Shangchen. Until now, the Dmanisi site, in the western Asia nation of Georgia, had yielded the oldest hominid remains outside Africa. Homo erectus fossils unearthed at Dmanisi date to between
1.85 million and 1.77 million years ago. “An early form of Homo probably
made the Shangchen artifacts, but it’s too early to say if that was H.
erectus,” says coauthor Robin Dennell, an archaeologist at the University of Exeter in England.
After learning how to make stone flakes sharp enough to slice meat off
animals’ carcasses around 2.6 million years ago, African hominids may
have had the survival skills to fan out into Asia and reach Shangchen by
2.1 million years ago, Dennell says. Whatever Homo species made that
roughly 7,000-kilometer journey, Shangchen now stands as the oldest hominid site in China by some 400,000 years, says archaeologist Michael
Petraglia of the Max Planck Institute for the Science of Human History in
Jena, Germany. Petraglia did not participate in the new study.
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For sauropods — the
largest animals known to
have walked on Earth —
there may have been
more than one way to get
gigantic. Most early relatives of the herbivorous
dinosaurs have a suite of
features once thought to
be the essential blueprint for gigantism, such as sturdy pillarlike legs, elongated necks and forelimbs, and bones that grew continuously rather than
in seasonal spurts. But an analysis of fossils of sauropodomorphs — a
group that includes sauropods and some ancestors and similarly shaped
relatives — suggests that some of the dinos may have had a different strategy for becoming behemoths, researchers report online July 9 in Nature
Ecology and Evolution.
Paleontologist Cecilia Apaldetti of the Universidad Nacional de San Juan in
Argentina and colleagues examined four sauropodomorphs, including one
newly identified species that the team dubbed Ingentia prima and three already known specimens of a sauropodomorph called Lessemsaurus
sauropoides. Dating to the Late Triassic, between 237 million and 201 million
years ago, these “Lessemsauridae” were far from puny: The animals weighed
in at an estimated 7 to 10 metric tons, larger than an African elephant.
All four specimens showed a combination of features that was distinct from
sauropods as well as from other sauropodomorphs. Instead of upright, pillarlike legs, the dinos had crouched hind limbs and flexed front limbs, with
elbows splayed slightly outward. Patterns of bone growth in the fossils also
suggest that the animals grew in cyclical spurts rather than continuously.
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Health

Feel younger than your years? Your brain shows it
Alan Mozes
For seniors who feel years younger than they really are, a new study suggests it might not be their imagination.
"We found that people who feel younger have the structural characteristics of a younger brain," explained lead author Jeanyung Chey. She is a
professor in the department of psychology and program for brain sciences at Seoul National University in South Korea. Chey and her colleagues focused on a group of Korean adults drawn from an aging study.
The researchers first conducted a health survey in 2014, which was followed by a second psychosocial survey in 2015. All of the participants - who were 71, on average -- also underwent neuropsychological
assessments, followed by brain scans. None of the enrolled patients suffered from any neurological disorder or mental health impairment. The
brain scans revealed that seniors who reported feeling younger than their
chronological age had more gray matter in key parts of their brain that
typically tend to shrink as one ages. Shrinking gray matter is one sign of
declining brain health, Chey noted.
"People who felt younger than their age were also more likely to score
higher on a memory test, considered their health to be better, and were
less likely to report depressive symptoms," she added. The findings held
true even after accounting for a wide range of factors, including an individual's mental health status, sense of overall well-being, and/or history
of depression. But Chey stressed that the findings are "insufficient" to
prove that simply feeling young means one's brain is biologically
younger. Still, Keith Fargo, director of scientific programs and outreach
for the Alzheimer's Association, said, "the findings are consistent with a

growing body of research that suggests that overall brain health plays a
major role in how we feel and function, including whether we feel
younger or older than our actual age." According to Fargo, "It's said that
age is a state of mind, but this study suggests that age is really a state
of one's brain."
But does a less-aged brain give rise to a sense that one is younger? Or
vice versa? The study authors suggested that taking the time to probe individuals for their own sense of how old they actually feel may ultimately
offer valuable insight into concrete neurological changes that standard testing might miss. Chey said, "We need more detailed measures of healthy
lifestyles and a long-term study to clarify the aforementioned possibilities."
Plus, the study could not prove cause and effect.

High blood pressure threatens aging brain
Maureen Salamon
Here's yet another reason to get your blood pressure under control: High blood
pressure later in life may contribute to blood vessel blockages and tangles
linked to Alzheimer's disease, new research suggests. Tracking nearly 1,300
older people until they died, scientists found markedly higher risks of one or
more brain lesions among those with high systolic blood pressure readings.
The lesions were dominated by so-called "infarcts" -- areas of dead tissue
prompted by blood supply blockages that can trigger strokes. Normal blood
pressure is defined as 120/80 mm/Hg or lower. The top number is known as
systolic blood pressure (pressure in vessels during heartbeats), while the
lower number is diastolic blood pressure (pressure between beats). Late last
year, the American College of Cardiology and American Heart Association
changed blood pressure recommendations, defining high blood pressure as
130/80 mm/Hg or higher. "We've known for many decades that higher blood
pressure, especially younger in life, is related to strokes. But we know a lot
less regarding cerebrovascular disease and wanted to examine the question
of blood pressure later in life," said study author Dr. Zoe Arvanitakis. She's
medical director of the Rush Memory Clinic in Chicago.
"I think this information is of great value to researchers who study brain
changes in aging," she added, "and certainly points to the need for a lot more
research to be done." Arvanitakis and her team followed nearly 1,300 people
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until their death, which occurred at an average age of nearly 89. Two-thirds
of the participants, who were mostly women, had a history of high blood pressure, and 87 percent took blood pressure medication. Using autopsy results
after participants' deaths, the researchers learned that 48 percent had one
or more brain infarct lesions. The risk of lesions was higher in those with
higher average systolic blood pressure readings over the years. For example,
for someone with an average systolic blood pressure of 147 mm/Hg compared to 134 mm/Hg, the odds of brain lesions increased 46 percent.
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Siberia – a drab thriller

Pin Cushion – a complex
portrayal of relationships

Andrew Barker

Ian Freer

Matthew Ross’ Siberia is the rare
film involving diamond smuggling,
international intrigue, doublecrosses and Russian gangsters
that might have actually been better off jettisoning all of those elements. Starring Keanu Reeves as
Lucas Hill, an American diamond dealer who winds up in a remote corner
of Siberia trying to salvage a botched deal, the film tries to use its b-movie
framework as a jumping-off point into the sort of bleak romanticism that has
powered auteurist thrillers from The Conformist to The American. But in the
end, it can never decide what kind of film it wants to be, drifting into drab
formlessness when it needs to find moments of poetry, and reverting to dull
clichés when it wants to indulge its thriller instincts, winding up as frosty and
uninviting as its setting.

Pin Cushion starts in Indie 101
territory. Mother and daughter,
the mother in odd shoes, the
daughter in a pink knitted bobble hat, are driving in a camper
van carrying a bird cage. It
could be the opening of any
Sundance Audience Favourite,
but happily writer-director Deborah Haywood’s feature debut charts a
course from whimsy to something more interesting, challenging and
ultimately dark. Anchored by great performances from Joanna Scanlan and Lily Newmark, Pin Cushion emerges as both a funny, entertaining, complex portrayal of female relationships, and a frightening
reminder of how bullying can seep from the playground into adulthood
in insidious ways.

Reeves has always been an excellent if idiosyncratic actor, but his highly
specific range can turn into a weakness when he’s misused, as he is here.
Quiet and internal as ever, but never given the opportunity to draw on his
zenlike stillness or physicality, Reeves struggles to find much of a center
in his hazily-drawn character. We know that he has a wife, played by Molly
Ringwald, who appears in exactly two scenes, one via FaceTime. He
clearly has some sort of combat training and a facility with spy-craft, if the
numerous shots of him setting up new burner phones are anything to go
by. He also speaks Russian, and tends to conceal this ability until the precise moment that he can make a “gotcha” reveal.

The mother and daughter moving to a new Northern town are Lyn (Scanlan) and Iona (Newmark). Lyn is disabled and friendless, obsessed with
her budgie, her ceramic knick-knacks and keeping her teen daughter in
a perpetually childish state (they share a bed). It’s a relationship that is
tested when Iona meets nice boy Daz (Loris Scarpa) and becomes inducted into her new school’s ‘Mean Girls’ clique, dominated by the vicious Keely (Cordy-Nice). With Lyn becoming lonelier — she gets into a
running argument with neighbour Belinda (Cresswell) over a borrowed
ladder — the once tight unit is starting to fracture.

How It Ends – neglects the key
ideas of its end-times tale
Randall Colburn

Mission Impossible – Tom Cruise
remains a pneumatic treat
Peter Bradshaw

How It Ends is most interesting when
you consider the implications of its title,
which refers to much more than the
apocalyptic event that serves as the
movie’s inciting incident. What truths,
fictions, loves, and behaviors evaporate
in the face of chaos? Unfortunately, Netflix’s latest original film is a bit too reserved to fully commit to the most
complicated of these ideas – namely,
the ways in which one’s devotion can cause them to commit acts that
fundamentally change them – despite introducing them early. It’s enough
to make one wonder how much Brooks McLaren‘s script has changed
since it first landed on the Black List in 2010.

The sixth Mission Impossible arrives, and with it the
implausibly well-preserved
and pneumatic Tom Cruise
as IMF special agent Ethan
Hunt - still choosing to accept missions, still on frontline duty while other action
stars have long since lapsed into older roles or intermittent political careers. The Cruise is back and breaking out his signature moves: he’s
doing the stiff-handed run, the face-rippling no-helmet motorbike racing, car chasing, free climbing on very high rocks - and he simply can’t
see an aircraft of any sort taking off without wanting to board by swinging on it from a rope.

The story follows Will (Theo James) and Samantha (Kat Graham), a couple with a baby on the way. He’s in Chicago and she’s in Seattle when
things go to hell; the nature of the catastrophe is murky, but it results in
a nationwide blackout and the ominous sight of F-22s flying over major
cities. Desperate to get back to Samantha, Will hits the road with her father, Tom (Forest Whitaker), an ex-Marine with little love for his daughter’s boyfriend.

It has to be admitted, this MI - the second from Christopher McQuarrie
- is quite as silly and convoluted as any of the others, but the genre
thrills are entertaining. There are colossal action scenes in Paris, London and finally a barking mad helicopter chase sequence in Kashmir,
topped off with some outrageously vertiginous hanging-by-a-thread
scenes which for one pleasingly brought back memories of Roger
Moore-era Bond.
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The Nest

The World’s Worst Children 3

Cynthia Daprix Sweeney

David Walliams

A warm, funny and acutely perceptive debut novel about four adult siblings and the fate of the shared
inheritance that has shaped their
choices and their lives.
Every family has its problems. But
even among the most troubled, the
Plumb family stands out as spectacularly dysfunctional. Years of simmering tensions finally reach a
breaking point on an unseasonably
cold afternoon in New York City as
Melody, Beatrice, and Jack Plumb
gather to confront their charismatic
and reckless older brother, Leo,
freshly released from rehab. Months earlier, an inebriated Leo got behind the wheel of a car with a nineteen-year-old waitress as his passenger. The ensuing accident has endangered the Plumbs' joint trust fund,
The Nest, which they are months away from finally receiving. Meant by
their deceased father to be a modest mid-life supplement, the Plumb
siblings have watched The Nest’s value soar along with the stock market
and have been counting on the money to solve a number of self-inflicted
problems.

From the phenomenal number-one
bestseller David Walliams comes another collection of more hilariously horrible children! Illustrated in glorious and
gruesome colour by artist genius, Tony
Ross, these stories will appal and delight young readers.
Just when you thought it was safe to go
back to your bookshelf, 10 more horrendously hilarious stories about the
absolute worst children ever! From tenyear old Hank and his endless pranks
on his poor, long-suffering family, to
Tandy and her titanic tantrums – this
brand new collection is the perfect
companion to World’s Worst Children books 1 and 2 and an ideal gift
for the worst children in your life!
This compendium of catastrophically horrid boys and girls is brought to
you by the phenomenal number-one bestseller David Walliams, and
every story is illustrated in glorious and gruesome colour by the artistic
genius Tony Ross. 2018 marks the 10th anniversary of the publication
of David Walliams’ first novel, The Boy in the Dress.

A Time of Madness

Akram's War

Salman Rashid

Nadim Safdar

During the chaos of partition in 1947,
something dreadful happened in the
city of Jalandhar in Punjab.
As a result of this, Salman Rashid's
family fled Jalandhar for Pakistan, the
newly created country across the border. They were among the nearly two
million people uprooted from their
homes in the greatest transmigration
in history.
Besides those who fled, other members of the family became part of a
grimmer statistic: They featured
among the more than one million unfortunate souls who paid with their
lives for the division of India and creation of Pakistan.
After living in the shadow of his family’s tragedy for decades, in 2008,
Rashid made the journey back to his ancestral village to uncover the
truth. A time of madness tells the story of what he discovered with great
poignancy and grace. It is a tale of unspeakable brutality but it is also a
testament to the uniquely human traits of forgiveness, redemption and
the resilience of the human spirit.
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One night, Akram Khan walks
out of his house towards an
appointed time and place
where he is supposed to detonate a bomb that will end his
life and that of many innocent
bystanders.
As he wanders through the
town he encounters Grace,
whose life has been marred
just as his has, forming an unlikely closeness borne of
need and necessity.
Akram tells Grace about his
seemingly inexorable journey
towards radicalization: a
childhood within the tight-knit
Pakistani community, his
complex friendships among outcasts, his disastrous years in the army,
and his empty arranged marriage to a woman who remains a stranger.
Delicately drawn, Akram's War is an honest and shocking kaleidoscopic portrait of contemporary Britain, and of the ways in which the
twists and turns of fate can scar and mark a life.
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